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the chorus of the song features two vocal parts, with the first of them having a set of delays and reverb effects, while the second has not. the track arrangement of the chorus seems to suggest that the vocal lines with the delays are panned to the left and the vocal lines without are panned to
the right. but the distribution of the delays has led the second vocal line to be clearly panned to the rear, such that the walls of the mixing space in the stereo version give the impression of the voice extending to the back of the room, while in the atmos mix, where only the first vocal line with
echoes is present in the chorus, the vocal lines are slightly elevated, and the combination of the voice and the reflective surfaces creates the effect of the first vocal line being facing the listener, while the second is panned to the rear, as intended. the verse and chorus in the song are similar to
the transitions used in an introduction (voice, piano, guitar) of a-ha’s take on me 55 or the use of the rnb staple synth hook of the vocal in blinding lights by the weeknd, which have been recurrent bassline motifs throughout 2018 and 2019. in each case, it creates a verse that serves as a kind

of hook or chime, and the track transitions from verse to chorus in this way. the two verses in the song are similar to the verses of tlc's no scrubs 56, and a similar structure, featuring a one-chorus-per-verse transition, can be seen in many pop music songs, including the chorus of gnarls
barkley’s the golden lifestyle or arcade fire’s jetset . 57
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